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Trappist-1 system





How to make a planet
molecular cloud Cepheus B ‒ stellar nursery



Collapse of molecular cloud –
settling of gas at midplane 

Temperatures rises to ~2000 K

Don Dixon



Coalescence of dust grains



Growth of planetesimals (km size) 105 years



Growth of planetary embryos (100 - >1000 km) ‒  >106 years



Giant Impact (30 – 100 My)





Back to the beginning





Ice can be incorporated beyond the snow line



HL-Tauri





No volatiles (water) expected 
inside the snow line





What is the source of volatiles to Earth?



Marty et al., 2012 EPSL



Marty et al., 2012 EPSL



Williams and Mukhopadhyay, Science, 2018



Sources and sinks considered



What is the source of volatiles for 
bodies within the ‘snow line’? 

• Late accretion



Late Veneer (Accretion) ‒ addition of 
chondritic material

(80-130 Ma)



Late Accretion

Pros
• Source of HSE (Os, Ir, Ru, 

Rh, Pt, Pd, Re, Au)
(0.5-1.0%)

• 1-2 % of carbonaceous 
chondrites needed for 
water

• D/H ratio of Earth and 
CM chondrites overlap 

Cons
• 187Os/188Os of Earth matches 

enstatite and ordinary chondrites, 
but not CM chondrites (Walker et 
al., 2002)

• Ru isotope ratios (e100Ru) of 
carbonaceous chondrites and Earth 
do not match ( Fischer-Gödde et al. 
2017)

• Xe/Kr ratios of Earth are very 
different from C chondrites

• Nitrogen isotopes do not match C 
chondrites



Ruthenium Isotopes

Fischer Gödde & Kleine (2017)



• Late accretion?
• Comets?

What is the source of water for bodies 
within the ‘snow line’? 



Comets – rich in volatiles



Pros:
• High water content
• High Xe/Kr 

composition of 
chondrites require 
another source-
satisfied by comets

Cons:
• D/H and 15N/14N ratios 

of most comets are too 
high – but not all. 

• Some numeric 
simulations do not have 
a large cometary 
component.

Comets



What is the source of water for bodies 
within the ‘snow line’? 

• Late veneer?
• Comets?
• Pebble accretion: ‘Pebbles’ sourced in the outer 

solar system were dragged into growing 
planetesimals during inward radial drift.
– Brings in volatile rich material
– Rapid planet formation
– Requires nebula to be present



Johansen et al., 2021 (Sci. Adv.)



Pebble accretion trajectories

Reprinted from C.W. Ormel, 2017



• Late veneer?
• Comets?
• Wet accretion: ‘Pebbles’ dragged into growing 

planetesimals during inward radial drift.
• Nebular Ingassing. Dissolution of solar nebula 

into a magma ocean?

What is the source of water for bodies 
within the ‘snow line’? 



Nebular ingassing:
Early in Solar System history, an H2, He-rich nebular 

atmosphere would  engulf the planets





Ages of extant nebular disks

Mamajek_ApJ_09



Chondrules

Semarkona, ordinary chondrite





Villeneuve et al. (2009)

Ages of chondrules
(form in presence of nebula)

Dating based on 26Al decay -- λ½ = 0.717 My







Peak Surface Temperature (K)



Temperature profile

Atmosphere

Depth in
planet



Ingassed H2 & H2O 
-- ocean equivalents



Ingassed 3He
--exagrams (1018 g)



Our model for 
volatiles to Earth



Planet grows in presence of nebula. 
Magma ocean dissolves gases from dense 
atmosphere.

1) Nebular Ingassing



Nebula dissipates. Earth loses 
atmosphere, cools and exsolves dissolved 
gases. Loss by hydrodynamic escape

2) Loss by hydrodynamic escape



Cometary and chondritic material is 
added following planetary differentiation 
and Moon forming event

3) Late addition



Ionization of Xe in atmosphere leads to 
loss over Earth history

4. Loss of Xe



Simulation protocol
He, N, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe

• Composition is fixed
• Vary amount by 0.01, 0.1, 1x

Nebular 
ingassing

• Loss follows log loss vs. atomic mass
• Best fit to modern values

Hydrodynamic 
escape

• Fit to Kr/Xe ratios
Variables:  1) comet composition

2) chondrite composition (C vs E)
3) Xe loss

Late addition 
(comets and 
chondrites)



Balance for Kr/Xe ratio of Earth:
Inputs: Ingassing, comets, chondrites
Loss: Xe ionization



The solution!?





Volatile species (ingassing)
10% C, 90% E chondrite, 100% ingas, 5x1011 g Xe lost



After hydrodynamic escape



With late addition
2.9x1021 g comet 

3.63x1025 g chondrite



Results







Measured cometary abundances and isotope ratios, C chondrite



Measured cometary abundances and isotope ratios, E chondrite



Experimental cometary abundances and solar isotope ratios, C chondrite



Experimental cometary abundances and solar isotope ratios, E chondrite



Experimental cometary abundances and solar isotope ratios, C chondrite,
Extreme mass dependent isotope fractionation



Ready for Krypton?





Results
1. The vast majority of He, Ne and Ar were supplied by nebular ingassing.
2. 3˟1021 g of comet and 4 ˟1025 g (90% NC, 10% CC) chondrite were supplied 

to Earth
3. Kr was almost entirely supplied by comets
4. 98% of N2 and >80% of Xe was supplied by chondrites. 
5. Nitrogen isotope ratios balance, but nitrogen isotope compositions require a 

predominantly E chondrite source.
(This is supported 
by isotope systems:
187Os/188Os, e100Ru,
e50Ti, e54Cr).

6. Xe and Kr isotopes
do not work if
measured comet
values are used.





Loss of H2 raises f(O2) from IW-1 to FMQ.
• The reaction H2O ->H2 + ½ O2 (H2O/H2 increases)
• Fe2+O + ½O2 = Fe3+O1.5
• Oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ (Fe3+/Fe2+ increases)



Loss of 1 ocean’s worth of hydrogen raises
the f(O2) from IW-1 to FMQ



Mars Magma Ocean H2 Ingassing;
Ocean mass equivalents



Earth Magma Ocean H2 Ingassing;
Ocean mass equivalents



Super-Earth (2ME) Magma Ocean H2 Ingassing;
Ocean mass equivalents



Ocean depth vs. mass



Summary of events

Stage1: Protoplanetary Disk

• Planetary embryos form in the protoplanetary 
disk in <10 My

• High P-T atmosphere forms. Surface melts ‒ 
magma ocean.

• Multiple oceans worth of hydrogen ingas
• Large amounts of 3He ingassed.
• Insufficient heavy noble gases are ingassed



Stage 2: Protoplanetary disk dispersal
• Pressure release. Degassing of H2

• Raises f(O2) from IW-1 (iron stable) to present value 
of FMQ (water stable)

• Loss of light noble gases by hydrodynamic escape
• Addition of ~1 % chondrites explains heavy noble gas 

deficit



Conclusion

• Nebular ingassing of H2 may be an important mix
to Earth’s water inventory.

• Eliminates radiogenic isotope ‘mismatch’ between
Earth and chondrites.

• Explains source of 3He to Earth, but still requires 
chondritic addition (heavy noble gases)

• Explains Earth’s highly oxidized upper mantle
• Suggests that an Earth-sized body is the

‘Goldilocks’ size for advanced life.



Do we have evidence for the solar 
component in the terrestrial planets?



Hallis et al. Science, 2015

Baffin Islands

Degassing
trend



hydrogen

nitrogen





• Nebular atmosphere: 85% H2, 15% He; 3He/4He=1.67e-4 

• Nebular atmosphere lasts through accretion

• Accretion times: Earth=1-20Myr; Mars=1-5Myr

• Uniform accretion rate, dM/dt=constant

• Power law dependence of atm pressure on planet mass

• Global magma ocean

• Linear dependence of surface gas concentration Cs on 
partial pressure

• Gas flux depends on surface age:    

• H & He diffusivity in magma: 5e-9 m^2/s  

• H2 solubility  4e-4  @ 1kb; He solubility 1.3e-5  @ 1kb

Ingassing Model Assumptions



Does the timeline work?

• Planetary embryo formation (Mars-sized or 
greater) – 1 – 5 My

• Age of the nebula (2-6 My) and up to 10 My 
(TW Hydrae – a T-Tauri star 80% the size of the 
Sun – 10 My).





Mars







Hill Radius – 1.5 million km



HL-Tauri



SNOW LINE



Sharp et al., EPSL, 2013



Free parameters in our model
• Ingassing: Amount ingassed: We consider 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 times 

our best estimate.

• Hydrodynamic escape: Loss is determined in order to best fit the 
equation 

• Late addition: C chondrites, E chondrites, or some combination 
are considered. Comet compositional data are either measured 
from comet 67P/G-C or from ice formation experiments.

• Xe loss: The amount of ionized Xe lost is treated as a free 
parameter. Mass dependent Xe isotope fractionation factor (a) is 
treated as a free variable.
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where No is ingassed amount, N is 
present day amount, m is related 
to H flux



The solution!?


